C.O.P.E. stands for Challenging Outdoor Personal Experience. Chief Seattle Council maintains a modern and well-maintained all-year High and Low Rope Course at Camp Pigott near Monroe, Washington. These courses are ideal for individuals 13 years of age or over.

**Low Course**

The Low Rope Course at Camp Pigott includes team building elements that help develop teamwork, communication, trust, self-esteem, problem solving, decision making, and fun in a group setting. The low course challenges are set up on constructed elements near ground-level. An experienced instructor will help your group develop into a better team by posing challenges and adding difficulty as the team progresses. There is a great variety of elements with names such as Hole in Space, Giant's Finger, Water Wheel, Whale Watcher, TP Shuffle, and Nitro Crossing. Each element poses a unique challenge and there is never only one right answer!

**High Course**

The High Rope Course is a very challenging set of elements built by a professional builder and maintained according to rigid safety standards. The high course includes nearly every element in the book and more! There are four different ways to reach the course 35 feet off the ground. Each participant wears a harness and helmet and is monitored at all times. Elements on the high course include the Tarzan Swing, the Multi-Vine Traverse, the Indiana Jones Bridge, and the Vertical Playpen. The high course is an ideal way to challenge individuals and teams to reach to the edge of their comfort zones and find a new excitement in their abilities as they climb higher than ever!

**Ways to Explore COPE at Camp Pigott:**

**Summer Camp:**

Project COPE is a week-long experience at summer camp at Camp Pigott. Campers will participate in a week of team building as they engage in the entire progression of COPE events from Initiative Games to the High Rope Course.

**Off-Season Events:**

Scouting and Non-Scouting Groups (youth-serving) may utilize the course on a day to day basis throughout the fall, winter, and spring (weather dependent).

The courses have an overall capacity of 24 individuals and the fee structure is prorated. Non-Scouting groups will be required to have proof of insurance. All groups must obtain permission slips with basic medical releases from parents prior to participation.

The Low and High Rope Courses may be done together on the same day or as separate activities. Camping may also be available at Camp Pigott or Camp Edward for a low rate.

If interested, please download the reservation request form from www.Seattlebsa.org and email raysayah@gmail.com to request a date.

**Staffing**

We are always looking for Instructors in Training (16+ years of age), Level One Instructors (18+ years of age), and Level Two Directors (21+ years of age).

If interested in staffing, please email Raysayah@gmail.com